HILARY BOND: PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL ASTROLOGER.
As a psycho-therapeutic astrologer Hilary specializes and is experienced in bringing
balance, personal power and harmony back into people’s lives. Her specialties are helping
people with yods, stelliums and the asteroids (including Hygeia) and the trans-Uranian
planets. Hilary also specializes in the astrology of family relationships, which includes
ancestral healing. Hilary works with astrological genealogy to help people understand
themselves.
Hilary has been a professional teacher (in kindergarten, primary school, high school, TAFE
and university) and astrologer since 1973.
Hilary began counselling in 1983 and taught classes on the asteroid goddesses at South
Brisbane TAFE from 1990-1995. She taught education subjects and social welfare subjects
(including communication, team building, ethics and human rights, community building,
attachment theory in relationships, mental health and sustainability) at university from
2000 to 2011. In 2011 Hilary worked with the Department of Child Safety to keep children,
from dysfunctional backgrounds, safe and happy.
Hilary is also studying Esoteric Astrology and Medical Astrology
She is a psychological astrologer with:
*a Diploma in Psychological Astrology,
*a Diploma in Astrology with the Federation of Australian Astrologers and
*a Rod Brandt Certificate in Astrology.
Hilary’s teacher, for my two years of study in Psychological Astrology (1994-1995) was
Gerry Taylor Wood, a Liz Greene graduate.
Hilary has a PhD in Education, Indigenous Studies and Sociology; a Master of Education
majoring in Counselling and Indigenous studies; a Certificate in Counselling; A Bachelor of
Arts Degree (majoring in organizational psychology, history, literature and some law) and
a Post Graduate Diploma in Arts (History.)
Hilary has advanced certificates in Shamanic Healing, Holographic Healing, Theta Healing,
Aura Soma healing and Bach Flower and Australian Bush Flower Healing.
To communicate with Hilary you will find her at her email, which is
spiritwellbeing55@gmail.com Hilary will reply to you that day.
You can find Hilary and her astrological articles on her website
at https://starcounsell.wordpress.com/
You may find Hilary on Facebook @ Hilary Jane Bond.

